**Step 1:**

**Delphi phase 1 (qualitative):** Gathering a broad range of stakeholders’ opinions on priorities for local CAMHS transformation

**SLR:** Defining broad areas to be covered in the SLR corresponding with key priorities for CAMHS transformation.

**Data charting search to estimate the breadth and type of evidence available in selected areas.**

**Step 2:**

**Delphi round 1: Identifying key priorities for local CAMHS transformation endorsed by stakeholders**

**SLR:** Based on panellists’ ratings and results of evidence charting searches, defining coverage and breadth of searches.

**Defining inclusion/exclusion criteria.**

**Defining search terms.**

**Step 3:**

**Delphi round 2: Reaching final consensus regarding key priorities for local CAMHS transformation**

**SLR:** Selection of themes within each SLR area for detailed data extraction and reporting.

**Selecting data analysis framework.**

**Defining an optimal, ‘fit for purpose’ method of presenting findings.**
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Figure 1: Process of defining coverage of the SLR